This article presents a critique of conventional collaboration transparency systems, also called "application-sharing" systems, which provide the real-time shared use of legacy single-user applications. We find that conventional collaboration transparency systems are inefficient in their use of network resources and lack support for key groupware principles: concurrent work, relaxed WYSIWIS, and group awareness. Next, we present an alternative approach to implementing collaboration transparency that provides many features previously seen only in collaboration-aware applications. Our approach is based on a replicated architecture where selected single-user interface components are dynamically replaced by multiuser versions. The replacement occurs at run-time and is transparent to the single-user application and its developers. As an instance of this approach, we describe its incorporation into a Java-based collaboration transparency system for serializable, Swing-based Java applications, called Flexible JAMM (Java Applets Made Multiuser). To validate that the flexible collaboration transparency system is truly an improvement over conventional systems, we conducted an empirical study of collaborators performing both tightly and loosely coupled tasks using Flexible JAMM versus a representative conventional collaboration transparency system, Microsoft NetMeeting. Completion times were significantly faster in the loosely coupled task using Flexible JAMM and were not adversely affected in the tightly coupled task. Accuracy was equivalent for both systems. Participants greatly preferred Flexible JAMM.
INTRODUCTION
People often work with others. With the increasing importance of computers in our work and everyday lives, it is natural to expect computers to play an important role in facilitating collaborative work. This article examines the usability and implementation of a class of software called collaboration transparency, or "application sharing." Collaboration transparency systems provide the shared use of existing single-user applications through mechanisms that are unknown, or "transparent," to the application and its developers [Begole et al. 1997a; . Collaboration transparency systems can be used to collaborate in legacy applications that were developed with no support of collaboration in mind.
These systems support synchronous collaboration, where coworkers' interactions are simultaneous or separated by short periods of time, rather than asynchronous, where interactions are separated by relatively long periods [Grudin 1994 ]. The other class of software that supports synchronous (and asynchronous) collaboration is called collaboration awareness, which includes applications specifically designed to support cooperative work. The developers were aware that their application would be used collaboratively, so they designed collaborative features.
Although there are collaboration-aware versions of some classes of applications, such as whiteboards and text editors, collaborative versions of others, such as computer-aided design tools and debuggers, have yet to appear. While it is usually possible to create a collaborative version of such a system, most users do not have the required resources (i.e., source code, compilers, developers). Collaboration could be built into future versions of a system, but that does not address an immediate need to work together, and many systems will never be revised to include collaboration. A collaboration transparency system allows workers to use their existing single-user applications to collaborate on tasks for which they have no collaborationaware application.
The work presented in this article consists of three parts. First, we critique conventional collaboration transparency systems with respect to their support of key groupware principles and use of network resources. We also describe the implementation choices that cause the noted deficiencies. We approach the investigation by contrasting capabilities of conventional collaboration transparency systems to collaboration-aware applications and toolkits. Researchers of collaboration awareness have made scattered criticisms of collaboration transparency, but to our knowledge, no thorough critique of conventional collaboration transparency exists.
In the second part, we describe an approach to collaboration transparency that provides many features previously seen only in collaborationaware applications. Our approach uses a replicated architecture where selected single-user interface components are dynamically replaced with multiuser versions. The sharing is transparent because only the application's unmodified executables are used. We illustrate the approach in a prototype collaboration transparency system, called Flexible JAMM (Java Applets Made Multiuser) [Begole et al. 1997b; ]. Prior research has focused on the technical difficulties of implementing collaboration transparency systems, not on the usefulness of these systems for meaningful collaborative work. To our knowledge, ours is the first to attempt to improve the usability of collaboration transparency.
Third, we describe an empirical study that evaluated the effectiveness of our flexible collaboration transparency system versus a representative conventional collaboration transparency system, Microsoft NetMeeting. Participants used both systems to perform tasks that required them to work together closely and tasks that allowed them to work independently.
CONVENTIONAL COLLABORATION TRANSPARENCY
Several collaboration transparency systems now exist, with the majority designed for the X Window System. Examples include XTV [Abdel-Wahab and Feit 1991] , SharedX [Garfinkel et al. 1994] , and ShowMe SharedApp. For the Windows platform, Microsoft NetMeeting provides application sharing.
2 Recently, Sun Microsystems released a free application-sharing system for Solaris, called SunForum, 3 that uses the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) T.120 series of protocols to interoperate with NetMeeting. Because they are free, available for widely used platforms, and supported by major software vendors, NetMeeting and SunForum are helping popularize collaboration transparency among casual computer users.
We refer to these and other existing collaboration transparency systems as conventional because they share the same basic implementation and resulting limitations (see also Begole [1998] for a broader survey of collaboration transparency systems). The primary characteristic of conventional collaboration transparency implementations is the use of a centralized architecture, as described initially by Lantz [1986] . Inputs from users at multiple sites are merged and delivered to a single instance of the application. Any change to the graphical output of the application is broadcast to all participants.
This section enumerates the shortcomings of conventional collaboration transparency systems and explores their causes. We compare each deficiency with solutions seen in collaboration-aware applications developed ad hoc or with a groupware toolkit, such as Clock [Graham et al. 1996] , the Collaboratory Builder's Environment (CBE) [Lee et al. 1996] , Cooperative Application Systems Toolkit (COAST) [Schuckmann et al. 1996] , GroupKit , Habanero [Chabert et al. 1998 ], Prospero [Dourish 1996 ], and Rendezvous [Hill et al. 1994 ] (see Begole [1998] for a broader survey of groupware toolkits).
We have found that conventional collaboration transparency systems do not adequately support collaboration, because they do not use network resources efficiently and because they impose an inflexible, tightly coupled style of collaboration by not supporting important groupware principles: concurrent work, relaxed WYSIWIS, group awareness, and inherently collaborative tasks.
No Concurrent Work
Under conventional collaboration transparency systems, only one participant at a time can work in the shared application. The controlling participant is said to hold the floor. Floor control policies range from explicit, where participants deliberately request and release control of the application, to implicit, where the collaboration transparency system automatically requests control for participants when they begin to generate input events. Crowley et al. [1990] describe four variants of floor control policy: explicit request with explicit grant; explicit request with implicit grant; implicit request with explicit grant; and implicit request with implicit grant. We use the term implicit floor control only for the last policy because requesting and granting are both automated, and the term explicit floor control for the first three policies because they all require direct action by the users.
Even when the interface is easy to use, explicit control diminishes collaborators' feelings of involvement in the collaboration because it makes the turn-taking apparent and interrupts the flow of activity. This effect was observed in the study reported in Section 4. Under implicit control, on the other hand, collaborators do not request and release control directly, and users may even have the illusion that more than one collaborator can interact with the system simultaneously.
The degree to which collaborators work closely together or independently is referred to as tight versus loose coupling [Dewan and Choudhary 1991] . During the course of a collaborative session, coworkers engage in varying patterns of collaboration: tightly and loosely coupled, synchronous and asynchronous, private and shared, scheduled and opportunistic. During synchronous collaboration, floor control imposes a tightly coupled mode of collaboration because while one participant is in control, the others may only observe the work. Thus, floor control limits the collaborators' ability to work in parallel. Many researchers have cited the imposition of tightly coupled work as a serious problem with conventional collaboration transparency [Prakash and Shim 1994; Reinhard et al. 1994; Schuckmann et al. 1996] and have used this issue to motivate the need for collaboration-aware applications and toolkits. In contrast, our work explores techniques that improve the usability of collaboration transparency.
2.1.1 Cause: Application-level Locking. Floor control is used to avoid potential problems associated with interleaving input events from multiple collaborators. Collaboration transparency systems must maintain the intended behavior of the shared application. If input events from multiple users are simultaneously applied to the shared application, event streams for nonatomic events (i.e., mouse drags) may become interleaved, and the result may not be what the users intended.
For example, in Figure 1 , Anders and Jehanne are sharing a drawing application, and they simultaneously attempt to draw separate freehand curves by dragging their mouse cursors. However, the location of the previous mouse-drag event for Anders is different from that of Jehanne. Unless some protection mechanism is enforced, Anders and Jehanne's mouse-drag events are interleaved and delivered to the application. Figure  1 (left) shows what was intended. Figure 1 (right) shows the potential result of the interleaved mouse-drag events. The application has drawn a line between the alternating mouse positions of both Jehanne and Anders, instead of between the sequential positions of Jehanne's mouse, followed by sequential positions of Anders' mouse. This is an unexpected and undesirable result.
To avoid such conflicts, conventional collaboration transparency systems use floor control, restricting input to only one participant at a time. Floor control is essentially locking at the coarsest possible granularity-the whole application. In contrast to applicationwide locking, a collaborationaware application may also use locking, but at a finer granularity allowing collaborators to safely manipulate different portions of the shared data concurrently, such as paragraphs, sentences, or words in a text editor. Such fine-grained locking supports a more loosely coupled collaboration than floor control allows.
Strict WYSIWIS
In conventional collaboration transparency systems, participants have the same view of the shared application in a manner referred to as strict What You See Is What I See (WYSIWIS), where the participants see exactly the same view of the shared application at the same time [Stefik et al. 1987] . This also contributes to the imposition of tightly coupled collaboration because participants must view the same portion of the shared data simultaneously. In contrast, collaboration-aware applications often support multiple modes of collaboration by relaxing WYSIWIS so that participants 
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• can simultaneously view different portions of shared data [Gutwin et al. 1996; Smith 1992] .
Some collaboration transparency systems (e.g., Microsoft NetMeeting and SunForum) impose severely strict WYSIWIS. Under this degree of WYSIWIS, when a window or menu obstructs the shared application on the host machine, the corresponding portion on remote views is also obstructed (see Figure 2 ). Other collaboration transparency systems (e.g., ShowMe SharedApp and SharedX) do not so severely enforce strict WYSIWIS and allow collaborators to view window contents even if the corresponding window of a remote collaborator is obstructed. Both of these levels of WYSIWIS are considered strict because, even in the more lenient case, no person can see more than what is displayed by the shared application.
2.2.1 Cause: Centralized Architecture. The architecture used by all conventional collaboration transparency systems is a centralized, displaybroadcasting architecture [Begole et al. 1997a; Lantz 1986] . In this approach, participants receive only a graphical depiction of a central instance of the shared application. Therefore, participants see the same view of the application. Centralized display broadcasting is a principle cause of conventional systems' poor support of groupware principles, partially because it imposes strict WYSIWIS.
The difference in the degree of strict WYSIWIS is due to different means of obtaining the application graphics. In the severely strict case, the graphics data are obtained by directly inspecting pixels of the application host's screen buffer (a technique referred to as "screen scraping") Only graphics data associated with the shared application are distributed. For example, in Figure 2 , the system only sends graphics data for windows of the shared application and not graphics from other windows, such as the obstructing menu. Another technique for display broadcasting is to intercept and distribute graphics as commands are sent from the application to the windowing system. The X Window System [Gettys et al. 1990 ] lends itself to this form of display broadcasting because X defines a graphics protocol that separates an application's display from its process. An Xbased collaboration transparency system can cause the shared application to generate graphics commands to redraw the entire application, even if part of the application is actually obscured by other windows. Thus, when part of a shared application is obstructed by other windows, an X-based collaboration transparency system can intercept and distribute graphics information that will draw the entire application on remote hosts, whereas Windows-and MacOS-based collaboration transparency systems cannot.
Limited Group Awareness
Schuckmann et al. [1996] point out that conventional collaboration transparency does not provide detailed information concerning participants' actions and locations. Conventional collaboration transparency systems provide awareness information only by means of telepointers, representations of remote users' cursors.
In some collaboration transparency systems, like Microsoft NetMeeting, one pointer is shared among all collaborators and is controlled by only one person at a time. Therefore, the only awareness information provided is the cursor location of the controlling participant. No information is available about other collaborators. The single shared pointer in Microsoft NetMeeting has another problem. Microsoft NetMeeting uses the system pointer (i.e., the "hardware" cursor) of each host for the shared telepointer. This prevents collaborators from working in windows not associated with the shared application because their pointer will move independently of their mouse (it is "owned" by NetMeeting). Thus, NetMeeting further prevents independent work and imposes a tightly coupled style of collaboration. Not all collaboration transparency systems have only one shared pointer. Sun's ShowMe SharedApp, for example, displays a unique telepointer for each participant.
2.3.1 Cause: Strict WYSIWIS. Multiple telepointers can provide sufficient information about collaborators' foci of attention in a conventional collaboration transparency system, since participants share a strict WYSI-WIS view. However, Smith [1996a] as well as Greenberg and Roseman [1996] demonstrated that simple telepointers are inadequate in environments that allow users to have simultaneously independent views of the shared application, or location-relaxed WYSIWIS.
Task Support
Another fundamental distinction between collaboration transparency and awareness is in the type of tasks they can support. Collaboration transpar- By definition, collaboration transparency systems share existing, single-user applications. These applications were created to support one individual at a time. A collaboration transparency system supports collaboration externally from the application, whereas a collaboration-aware application can provide internal support for cooperative work, such as participant properties, roles, and fine-grained access policies.
Network Usage
In addition to deficiencies in groupware usability, conventional collaboration transparency systems compare poorly to collaboration-aware applications in terms of efficient use of network resources.
2.5.1 Cause: Centralized Architecture. The primary cause of the higher network demand for conventional collaboration transparency is the centralized display-broadcasting architecture used by all conventional systems. Display broadcasting generally requires more network bandwidth than replicated approaches, which send only minimal update information. In a study of X protocol traffic, Dunwoody and Linton [1988] found that users of typical X-based applications generate relatively few input event messages compared to the number of graphics messages, approximately 1:25 (see also Lauwers [1990] and Gupta and Hwu [1993] ). Furthermore, event messages are always 32 bytes long, but graphics request messages have sizes ranging from 32 bytes to 64KB (for those that contain bitmap images). These factors account for the nearly 1:10 ratio of event to graphics traffic noted by Smith [1996b] in an analysis of network traffic for a centralized X-based shared environment called Kansas [Smith et al. 1997] .
The lower network demand of event broadcasting is apparent when we note that inputs are transmitted in both replicated and centralized architectures, but the centralized approach uses additional bandwidth to distribute the display information. Savings in network usage are especially relevant to sharing applications over a wide-area network, like the Internet.
2.5.2 Cause: Lack of Knowledge of Application Semantics. Another reason that a conventional collaboration transparency system uses higher network bandwidth is lack of knowledge of a shared application's semantics, which prevents the system from optimizing network communications.
A conventional collaboration transparency system cannot determine how a shared application will respond to a given user input event. Therefore, the system must send all inputs to the application even though some might be safely omitted. For example, in some applications, it might be acceptable to send no mouse position updates, instead sending only mouse button press and release messages. However, because mouse position information may alter the state of some applications, the system forwards all position updates.
Developers of collaboration-aware applications, on the other hand, can take advantage of their knowledge of the application's semantics, transmitting only the information needed to maintain state consistency among the replicas and provide acceptable performance [Dourish 1996 ].
Summary: Awareness versus Transparency
Collaboration awareness and transparency offer widely different degrees of support for collaboration. Each limitation of conventional collaboration transparency contrasts directly to a capability seen in some collaborationaware applications and toolkits. Table I summarizes the characteristics of each approach.
Generally, well-designed collaboration-aware applications provide better support for collaboration than an application-sharing system, and collaboration-aware systems are the only choice for inherently collaborative tasks. However, although collaboration-aware systems may appear generally superior to conventional collaboration transparency systems, it is important to realize that not all collaboration-aware systems include all of the potential advantages. For example, only three of the seven groupware toolkits listed in the introduction include a telepointer component to provide rudimentary awareness information, and only one (GroupKit) includes more advanced group-awareness components. The omission of multiuser components from a groupware toolkit means developers must themselves implement support for desired groupware usability features. Groupware toolkits and ad hoc collaboration-aware applications can be applied to software developed in the future, but few legacy applications will be retrofitted with groupware capabilities. Collaboration transparency remains an important means of supporting collaborative tasks using legacy software. Furthermore, we have noted that not all collaboration-aware systems fully realize their potential to support cooperative work. If a collaboration transparency system incorporated support for fundamental groupware principles, all applications shared under it would benefit from that support. Therefore, rather than dismissing collaboration transparency as unusable for long-term collaboration, we believed it was important to explore the deficiencies of collaboration transparency and find ways to improve its usability. The next section describes an alternate implementation approach to collaboration transparency that provides many capabilities previously seen only in collaboration-aware systems to support important groupware principles.
FLEXIBLE COLLABORATION TRANSPARENCY
Despite the problems enumerated in Section 2, collaboration transparency remains attractive because of the ability to share existing, legacy applications. This section describes an alternate implementation approach that adds support for fundamental groupware principles in collaboration transparency. We call this alternative flexible collaboration transparency because it allows collaborators to transition among varying patterns of collaboration.
Specifications
Before describing our approach to flexible collaboration transparency, we briefly describe the features we desired in such a system.
Technical Specifications.
To share existing applications, the collaboration transparency system should support the following technical specifications.
-The underlying platform's Application Programming Interface (API) should remain unchanged. That is, the interface and functionality of any modifications to the application's run-time environment should appear unchanged to the developer, and no modification to the application should be necessary. This requirement is fundamental to the notion of transparency and provides collaboration transparency with its primary benefit: the ability to share existing legacy applications without modifying the source code, executable files, or recompiling with special libraries.
-The collaboration transparency system should not impose any performance cost on an application when it is not being shared. That is, any performance penalty caused by the modifications to the underlying platform should apply only to applications when they are shared, and not to any nonshared applications that may be running concurrently.
-Minimal network bandwidth should be used. This is especially important to support Internetwide sharing.
3.1.2 Usability Specifications. In addition to the preceding technical specifications, a flexible collaboration transparency system should support the following usability specifications.
-The collaboration transparency system should permit unanticipated sharing. A person should be able to initiate sharing of an application at any time during that program's execution. In contrast, some applicationsharing systems, such as SharedApp, require that shared applications be launched from within the collaborative system. Thus, users must anticipate the need to share an application before they start it, which discourages spontaneous collaborations. Potential collaborators should be able to initiate, find, and join shared applications via a session management system [Edwards 1994 ].
-Late-joining to a session should be allowed. Collaborators may want to join an on-going session, and late-joiners to a session should receive the current state of the shared application. This is a corollary to unanticipated sharing.
-The system should support multiple styles of collaboration, allowing collaborators to work together closely or independently. To that end, the system should support the following features. Addressing these goals is the primary distinction of a flexible versus a conventional collaboration transparency system. -Simultaneous work where possible.
-Where "turn-taking" is still required, use implicit floor control as the default, and allow explicit control when desired. -Location-relaxed WYSIWIS. -Detailed group awareness information.
General Approach
The technical and usability deficiencies found in conventional collaboration transparency systems are primarily due to the conventional implementation approach: a single, centralized instance of the shared application with display broadcasting. This section describes an alternate approach, which provides features previously seen only in collaboration-aware applications.
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• 3.2.1 Replicated Architecture. The first characteristic of this approach is the use of a replicated architecture. Under a replicated architecture, each collaborator's machine runs a separate copy of the shared application, along with some mechanism to keep the copies synchronized appropriately. Replication requires less network bandwidth than conventional centralized systems, as described in Section 2.5.1. In addition, replication allows concurrent work and relaxed WYSIWIS because it is possible for replicas' interface states to differ while the application's primary data remain consistent. Prior researchers who explored replicated collaboration transparency systems [Crowley et al. 1990; ] cited network efficiency, but they did not note replication's potential usability advantages. Collaboration-aware applications and toolkits, on the other hand, often support loosely coupled collaboration by using replicated or semireplicated architectures.
Replication has some disadvantages, however, also noted by past researchers [Greenberg and Marwood 1994; Minenko 1998 ]. The primary disadvantage is the possibility that replicas of the shared data may become inconsistent. Because multiple copies of the data exist, consistency is more difficult to guarantee than under centralization, where only one instance of the data exists. We have found, however, that a replicated architecture can support transparent sharing of many, though not all, single-user applications so long as the system ensures that all replicas receive the same inputs from all input sources (user, file, system environment) in the same order. The remainder of this section describes approaches to distributing inputs as required.
In a replicated collaboration transparency system, input generated from all users are merged into a single stream which is copied and applied to each replica. Each collaborator's events along with the feedback that the events create are seen by all collaborators. For example, if one collaborator moves a scrollbar, all participants see their corresponding copy of the scrollbar move.
In addition to input generated by users, there are several other sources of input: files, network connections, other processes, environment variables, etc. An application may also access its run-time environment for information such as the current time, host name, user name, and available memory. Replica states could become inconsistent if different inputs are obtained by each replica.
Generating output in a replicated architecture also poses a problem. In many cases it is acceptable to allow each replica to generate a copy of the output. For example, although it might be considered wasteful to allow each replica to create a copy of a shared file, secondary storage is relatively inexpensive. However, in some cases it is not acceptable to have more than one replica generate output. For example, it would be more than just wasteful if each replica of a collaborative electronic mail application sent a copy of the same message to one recipient. The replicated-system developer must take care when accessing such resources, to ensure that replicas remain consistent and that output devices are not used redundantly.
It is possible to share system resources transparently so that the application developer can remain unaware of and unconcerned with problems related to accessing resources in a replicated environment. In prior work [Begole et al. 1997b ], we described a semireplicated solution for transparent sharing of files and are currently extending that approach to system resources in general [Begole et al. 1999] . The approach uses proxies at each replica to multiplex input-output of the actual resource residing at a central site. For input resources, whichever replica first requests data, the data are cached and then delivered to each replica as it makes the same request. For output, only one replica's output is delivered to the actual resource.
Distributing all inputs as described in this section ensures that replicas of a deterministic process will be consistent after some message-propagation delay unless the process has time-dependent interactions. A process has no time-dependent interactions if, for a given stream of inputs, the resulting application state will be the same regardless of the time interval between any two inputs. In contrast, consider an application where a user selects a moving object by clicking their mouse on it. This interaction is time-dependent because if the click does not arrive at all replicas at the time that the object has moved under the click location, the resulting states will differ. Because network lag varies, time dependency is a general problem for replicated systems. Network latency can affect time-dependent interactions in a centralized system as well, but it will not result in inconsistent application states, because there is only one instance of the shared application. A developer of a replicated collaboration-aware application that has a time-dependent interaction can address the problem (e.g., see Begole and Shaffer [1997] and many existing multiuser games), but it is difficult to handle transparently. This limitation of replication applies to a relatively small set of applications, such as animated games and simulations. Many useful applications, such as document editors, spreadsheets, Web browsers, and computer-aided design tools, do not have time dependencies.
Single-User to Multiuser Interface Component Replacement.
The second characteristic of our approach is the run-time replacement of selected single-user interface components with multiuser equivalents. By "component" we mean the combination of data and behavior (i.e., an object in an object-oriented environment or an abstract data type in a structured programming environment). Today, user interfaces are commonly created by combining components from a user interface toolkit, such as the Java Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT), Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC), and wxWindows. 4 These libraries include often used interface elements, such as the classic Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointers, and Scrollbars (WIMPS).
Many compound interface components are also widely available, such as scrollable lists, editable text areas, and dialog windows.
For example, Figure 3 (a) shows a single-user document-editing application that contains a scrollpane which embeds the viewed document. It is possible to transparently replace the scrollpane component without access to the application source code. In Figure 3 (b) the scrollpane has been replaced by a multiuser version that provides the same scrollbar interface as the original and adds a miniature view of the document indicating each collaborator's scroll position, called a radar view. These screen images were taken from the prototype flexible collaboration transparency implementation described in Section 3.4.
Component replacement occurs at run time. The multiuser version must provide the same publicly accessible methods and data as the original did, so that the application can treat the replacement as though it were the original. Figure 4 shows an example of interface-component replacement. The replacement is made using only the application's binary executable; the original source code is not modified or recompiled with a special library or used in any other way. Thus, the replacement is transparent to the single-user application and its developers.
A flexible collaboration transparency system has knowledge of the semantics of input events that occur within the replaced interface components. For example, clicking the mouse in a scrollbar causes the scroll position to change. With this information, the system can optimize its use of network resources by minimizing the size and number of update mes- sages distributed to replicas. For example, the system can choose not to distribute events which simply change the scroll position, thus allowing each replica to have an independent scroll position. Without knowing how an event will be used by an application, a conventional collaboration transparency system cannot determine whether the event may be safely modified, delayed, or dropped. Thus, conventional collaboration transparency systems distribute all input events. Knowledge of low-level input semantics allows a flexible collaboration transparency system to provide relaxed WYSIWIS, implicit floor control, concurrent work, and fast local application response, described later in Section 3.5.3 in the context of the prototype implementation.
Platform Requirements
In this section, we describe the general capabilities that are necessary to implement flexible collaboration transparency on an arbitrary application platform: process migration, run-time component replacement, dynamic binding, and interception/introduction of low-level user input events. In the next section, we discuss how these requirements are met on the application platform of our prototype flexible collaboration transparency system. 3.3.1 Process Migration. One of the requirements outlined in Section 3.1.2 is to allow new participants to join an ongoing collaboration. In a centralized architecture, this is straightforward because there is only one instance of the shared application. In a replicated system late-joiners must receive a copy of the application in its current state. A variety of techniques, collectively referred to as process migration, can be used to copy an active process from one execution environment to another. Two common process migration schemes are event replay, where the system logs all state-changing events during process execution and replays them to a new instance of the process, and image-copy, where an image of the process in memory is copied [Chung and Dewan 1996 ] (see also Begole et al. [1997b] Flexible Collaboration Transparency
• and Chung et al. [1993] for more details on process migration for groupware). Event replay has two disadvantages: (1) the migration time depends on the length of the execution and (2) potentially expensive operations are executed multiple times. Typically, events are replayed as quickly as possible, but if the application state depends on the precise time at which an event occurred, then the replay must be timed to correspond with the original event timings. Chung and Dewan [1996] concluded that the time to migrate a process using event replay is approximately an order of magnitude greater than image-copy schemes. However, image copy requires support by the execution platform. The source machine must provide information about the process' address space, execution state (i.e., program counter, execution stack, and register values), and connections to system resources (e.g., files, other processes, and network connections). The destination machine must be able to recreate the process state and restart execution. Few current platforms support the image-copy approach, whereas event replay is usually feasible.
3.3.2 Run-Time Component Replacement. As described previously, a fundamental characteristic of our approach is the replacement of selected components after the application has begun execution. The replacement must occur during execution to support the goal of unanticipated sharing, described in Section 3.1.2. To perform this replacement transparently, the execution platform must provide a replacement mechanism that the collaboration transparency system can use. Like process migration, dynamic replacement is not currently supported by many platforms, but is feasible on the Java platform, as described later in Section 3.4.1.
3.3.3 Dynamic Binding. Transparent replacement also depends on dynamic binding, the run-time resolution of a function invocation or data access. Dynamic binding allows an instance of one class to function in place of another, provided the replacement implements the same interface. The objects may share an interface explicitly by inheriting from a common ancestor, as in Java and Cϩϩ, or implicitly by responding to the same messages or method invocations, as in Smalltalk and Self. In many objectoriented environments, such as Smalltalk and Java, dynamic binding is the standard, whereas in others, such as Cϩϩ, dynamic binding must be explicitly programmed.
Dynamic binding allows a flexible collaboration transparency system to replace one component with another without having to modify the original source code or even to recompile the application using a special library. Replacement is not limited to object-oriented environments with dynamic binding, however. A similar effect can be achieved in environments that do not employ dynamic binding by having a library that allows the behavior and attributes of a component to be switched between single-and multiuser characteristics at run time. We consider switching behavior and attributes at run time to be an ad hoc form of dynamic binding. Other strategies, such as switching out an entire library at run time, may also be possible.
User Input Event Interception and Event Introduction.
A collaboration transparency system must be able to intercept user input events. This is true for both centralized and replicated systems, but for different reasons. In a centralized implementation, the events from each participant's client are sent to the single instance of the shared application on a different host. In a replicated implementation, a copy of the shared application resides on the same machine, as the user and locally generated events must be sent to other replicas. To ensure consistency among the replicas, the events must be applied in the same order on all replicas. Therefore, locally generated events must be held back until the system determines the total order of locally and remotely generated events. Otherwise, if events were applied locally as soon as they were generated, concurrently generated remote events could result in different states among the replicas. For example, suppose two users are sharing an application, while user A clicks her mouse on a screen button labeled "Open," which displays a modal file dialog. Simultaneously, user B clicks his mouse button labeled "Print," which displays a modal print dialog. The two replicas are in different states. When A's mouse click event over the "Open" button arrives at B's replica, it will be ignored because the print dialog is modal, and vice-versa when B's event arrives at A. By holding back the events and determining a total order (e.g., A's events have precedence over B's), the system can ensure that the replicas' states remain consistent (e.g., A's mouse click event over the "Open" button is delivered first to both replicas, causing the open dialog to be displayed on both users' machines, and B's mouse click event over the "Print" button is ignored).
A collaboration transparency system must also be able to introduce remotely generated events into the local event queue. This requirement is common to centralized and replicated approaches.
Prototype: Flexible JAMM
This section describes the implementation of our prototype flexible collaboration transparency system, called Flexible JAMM (Java Applets Made Multi-user). Flexible JAMM's distribution architecture is based on an earlier replicated collaboration transparency system, called JAMM [Begole et al. 1997b] . Flexible JAMM extends the capabilities of that system by introducing support for loosely coupled collaboration styles. Figure 5 shows a single-user text editor shared via Flexible JAMM (another application shared via Flexible JAMM can be seen in Figure 3 ). Flexible JAMM can share applications intended to be embedded in a Web browser, called applets, and standalone applications.
Flexible JAMM is implemented on the Java platform for several reasons. First, aside from any inherent programming features, Java is especially attractive for writing collaborative software because it simplifies distributing software and largely eliminates platform compatibility issues. While these characteristics are useful for software in general, they are critical for collaborative software because each collaborator must have access to the Flexible Collaboration Transparency • application for their platform. Additionally, the requirements described in Section 3.3 are supported on the Java platform as described in the following sections.
3.4.1 Process Migration. Flexible JAMM uses an image-copy scheme provided by Java Object Serialization (JOS) to send the current state of a shared application to newcomers. JOS is part of the core Java 1.1 class library and provides the means to copy an object's current state for storage or network transfer.
JOS provides the basic capability needed to migrate shared applications to new participants. However, some JOS characteristics, while practical in normal use, are too restrictive for transparent migration. For example, while most standard Java classes can be copied via JOS, not all can (e.g., java.awt.Image and java.lang.Thread). For more details about these problems and how they are treated in Flexible JAMM see Begole et al. [1997c] and Begole [1998] . In the absence of a more complete process migration mechanism, we find JOS sufficient because it requires little or no modification to existing application source code.
Run-Time Component
Replacement. JOS also provides the object replacement capability needed for flexible collaboration transparency. For each serialized object, JOS provides a mechanism to inspect and replace it with an instance of an equivalent class (i.e., a subclass or an implementation of the same interface). The replacement occurs at run time when the application is initially shared, and does not inspect or modify application source code or executables. Thus, the replacement of one object with another is transparent to the application and its developers. Flexible JAMM introduces a replacement filter into the outgoing stream of objects sent via JOS, as seen in the diagram in Figure 6 . When the application is first shared, Flexible JAMM treats the initiating host as a newcomer. Therefore, the initiating host receives the multiuser version of the shared application.
The replacement filter uses the following procedure to make a replacement. As each object passes through, the replacement filter compares the object's class to each entry in a table of replaceable classes. The replacement table contains a dictionary of each replaceable class and its multiuser replacement. If the object is not an instance of a replaceable class, or it is an instance of a multiuser replacement class (meaning the single-user object has already been replaced by a multiuser object), the filter returns the object unchanged. Otherwise, the filter creates a replacement object, which is returned in place of the original. When this stream of objects is received and reconstructed, JOS updates all references to the original so that they now refer to the replacement object.
3.4.3 Dynamic Binding. Java uses dynamic binding and run-time type checking for each method invocation and data access. Therefore, after an object is replaced, the replacement will be used at the next invocation or access.
User Input Event Interception and Event Introduction.
User interface elements are normally expected to deliver feedback, upon user input, to signal that the input has been received. One example is drawing a screen button depressed when the button is activated. It is equally important to provide this graphical feedback to remote collaborators. Without such notice, collaborators may be surprised by sudden changes in the application. Therefore, users should see interface element reactions to each collaborator's inputs to the system. For example, if user A presses and releases her mouse over a screen button, the other collaborators should see A's telepointer move to the button, then the button depressed when A presses her mouse, and finally the button released when A releases her mouse.
To provide graphical feedback to input events, we need to be able to introduce remotely generated events to all replicas. Flexible JAMM uses New-comer Host Initiating Host Replacement Filter Fig. 6 . The replacement filter replaces objects sent from the initiating host to the newcomer host. When the application is first shared, the initiating host is treated as a newcomer.
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• the Java Foundation Classes' (JFC) user interface library, called Swing 5 because Swing interface components will behave the same whether an event was locally or remotely generated. AWT components, on the other hand, will not provide visual feedback to remotely generated events (see Begole et al. [1997a] for more details).
Swing provides additional advantages over the AWT. First, interface components in a Swing window are drawn on various layers. This allows a fairly straightforward implementation of telepointers, which are drawn on a layer "above" the application's components. Second, the Swing text package facilitates implementing concurrent editing by having synchronized insert and remove methods, as well as detailed notification of changes. Additionally, Swing's text component has separate interface and data classes, whereas in the AWT these are combined. Thus, Flexible JAMM is able to replace just the data model of a text component, allowing different interface implementations for concurrent editing. For example JTextArea and JTextField provide different interfaces, but each uses an instance of the same data model, PlainDocument. Swing is a more complete interface library than the AWT and is part of the core library in the Java 2 Platform, so we expect Swing to supplant the AWT as the default user interface library for Java applications.
Single-User to Multiuser Replacement Classes
This section describes the two classes we have implemented to replace instances of Swing classes. While other replacement classes are possible, these two illustrate that the flexible collaboration transparency approach will offer significant benefit to collaboration. They should be among the first provided in any flexible collaboration transparency implementation.
3.5.1 Multiuser Radar Pane. Flexible JAMM replaces each instance of com.sun.java.swing.JScrollPane by a multiuser radar pane (see Figures 3 and 5) . The radar pane provides several benefits to collaboration: location-relaxed WYSIWIS, detailed group awareness, and immediate local response to scroll position changes. By providing an overall image of the embedded workspace, the radar pane facilitates changing the viewport position and can be useful in single-user, as well as collaborative, applications.
The miniature radar view image is obtained by having the embedded component draw itself to a special implementation of java.awt.Graphics, the class that defines drawing routines in the AWT. The ScaledGraphics class scales the coordinates, images, and font sizes relative to the size of the radar view. As opposed to drawing at full size then scaling the resulting image, on-the-fly scaling has two advantages. First, on-the-fly scaling uses less memory because it draws directly to the final miniature bitmap image, whereas the other approach draws first to an intermediate, full-size bitmap image, which is then scaled to the final miniature. Second, on-the-fly scaling preserves the order of drawing operations. That is, foreground items are drawn over background elements. In contrast, full-size scaling cannot distinguish foreground from background elements and therefore results in less-prominent foreground elements than on-the-fly scaling. Thus, images produced by on-the-fly scaling are perceived as more clear than full-size scaling. For example, compare the scaled documents shown in Figure 7. 
Multiuser Text Editing.
Flexible JAMM also substitutes each instance of com.sun.java.swing.text.PlainDocument (the default data model of a Swing text component) with a multiuser version. This provides significant groupware benefits: independent concurrent work and immediate local response to edits.
To provide concurrent editing, Flexible JAMM's text data model uses atomic operations (insert and delete) to update replicas. Flexible JAMM uses an operational transformation algorithm similar to Real-Time Distributed Unconstrained Cooperative Editing, described by . Operational transformation algorithms require no locking, yet avoid conflicts between edits [Ellis and Gibbs 1989; Sun and Ellis 1998 ]. Each replica updates its copy of the document by transforming incoming remote operations to be consistent with its own set of local operations. Figure 3 . The image in (a) was created by obtaining a bitmap image of the document and scaling it. Only scattered dots remain of the smallest text. The image in (b) was drawn by scaling each graphics operation as it was executed. Thus, each line of text was rendered by scaling the font as the text was drawn. Because this approach maintains the order in which items are drawn, items in the foreground are wholly drawn. For example, distinct words are discernible in the smallest text (although too small to read), whereas distinct words cannot be discerned in the same text in (a).
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Employing Semantic Knowledge of User Input Events.
Flexible JAMM intercepts and distributes low-level input events before they are delivered to the application. In addition, Flexible JAMM intercepts higherlevel actions, such as scrollbar position changes and text edits. Thus, Flexible JAMM is aware of the semantic result of certain low-level input events. Next, we describe how semantic knowledge of input events can be used to provide key groupware benefits: relaxed WYSIWIS, detailed awareness information, flexible floor control, concurrent work, and fast local application response.
3.5.3.1 Relaxed WYSIWIS. Application replication and event semantics allow a flexible collaboration transparency system to relax WYSIWIS by providing participants with independent views of the shared application. Instead of automatically distributing all inputs, in some cases Flexible JAMM does not distribute a given input event, but only applies it locally.
For example, the result of an input event within a scrollbar is to move the position of the scrollbar and in turn a viewport. Because each replica is allowed to have an independent scroll position, the system need not distribute the mouse event to all replicas, but only apply it locally. Hence, the flexible collaboration transparency system provides location-relaxed WYSIWIS.
Note that it is possible for an application to include the scroll position in its state. A drawing application, for example, may display the coordinates of the cursor and scroll position. Because each participant has an independent scroll position, relaxing WYSIWIS permits the replicas to become inconsistent. Flexible JAMM allows the collaborators to turn off view relaxation, returning to the traditional replicated approach of distributing all input events. Turning off this feature prevents replica inconsistency, but loses the advantage of relaxed WYSIWIS.
3.5.3.2 Awareness Information. To allow participants to coordinate their work, it is necessary to provide information about each other's location and activities in the workspace.
Continuing the previous example, after the scroll position is changed locally, the system should send a message to remote participants indicating the new local viewport position. In response to a viewport change notification, a remote replica will update its location awareness interface elements, such as the viewport indicators in the radar view (Figure 3) . Therefore, in addition to telepointers, Flexible JAMM provides group awareness information by indicating each participant's viewport position in the radar view.
3.5.3.3 Concurrent Work. No floor control is necessary when an event is generated within a collaboration-aware interface object (e.g., the scrollbar of a radar pane). In those cases, Flexible JAMM does not impose floor control; all participants may simultaneously change their independent scroll positions and edit the text, as described previously.
Explicit and Implicit Floor Control.
To avoid potential conflicts between collaborators generating nonatomic events such as mouse drags, Flexible JAMM uses floor control for events that occur within collaborationunaware components (i.e., single-user components such as buttons and menus that are not replaced by multiuser versions). Where floor control is used, Flexible JAMM provides mechanisms for both explicit floor requests, where participants explicitly grab and release control, and implicit floor requests, where the system automatically requests the floor when a participant presses a mouse button or keyboard key. Implicit control provides seamless floor passing as work flows among the participants. Figure 8 shows the user interface to Flexible JAMM's floor control mechanism. The control holder's name is displayed in the control panel. Control is implicitly granted to the first participant to press a mouse button, who may be beginning a potentially nonatomic series of inputs (i.e., a mouse drag). That participant holds control until he or she releases the mouse button and for a short delay (five seconds) after. The delay allows the same user to keep control if he or she continues to generate inputs. Control may also be explicitly requested by pressing the "Take Control" button. If the current control holder checks "Keep Control," no other participant can gain control. Events from noncontrolling participants are discarded.
3.5.3.5 Fast Local Response. In contrast to previous replicated collaboration transparency systems, such as Dialogo [Lauwers 1990 ], Flexible JAMM does not automatically forward all user input events; some are only applied locally. As described previously, key and mouse events that occur within a text area are not broadcast. Similarly, inputs that occur within a scrollbar of a radar pane are also only applied locally. In these cases, any resulting state change is sent some time after the input event. Thus, the local replica of the shared application responds immediately to the input, and remote replicas are updated asynchronously.
The states of the replicas are not consistent until after all updates have arrived at each replica. We can be sure that the final states are consistent because Flexible JAMM only delays events that are not time dependent (Section 3.2.1). In the cases of scrollbar position and text entry inputs, the Fig. 8 . Flexible JAMM's input control panel indicating that control is currently held by Janice. Input control is used to prevent event conflicts within single-user components, but is not used within multiuser components. Control may be explicitly requested by pressing the "Take Control" button, or implicitly when a participant presses a mouse button.
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• replicas will be consistent because the result does not depend on when the events were generated.
Creating Multiuser Replacement Classes.
There are three requirements of multiuser replacement classes in Flexible JAMM. (1) The multiuser replacement class must extend the original class so that the replacement has the same interface as the original. (2) Each multiuser replacement class must have a constructor that takes an instance of the original class as its single parameter. Flexible JAMM instantiates replacement objects by calling the constructor with that signature. The replacement constructor must initialize the replacement object to the same state as the original. (3) The replacement class is responsible for maintaining the consistency of its replicated objects because Flexible JAMM does not distribute locally generated user input events that occur within a replacement object and delivers them immediately to the application. Flexible JAMM does provide a communications package that the multiuser replacement classes can use to send messages among replicas. Currently, Flexible JAMM does not provide a mechanism for third parties to add multiuser replacement classes, but adding such a capability will be straightforward if there is a demand for it.
Limitations
In this section we describe important limitations of our approach in general and the Flexible JAMM prototype in particular.
3.6.1 Replication. As discussed in Section 3.2.1, replication carries the risk that replicas may become inconsistent without the collaborators' knowledge. To allow independent views of shared data, however, it is necessary to replicate some portion of the application. A collaborationaware application can choose to maintain a central copy of the shared data and replicate only the interface. However, it is difficult to separate interface state from other application data transparently. Thus, Flexible JAMM replicates the entire application. A promising alternative would be to add multiuser capabilities to a distributed interface library, such as IBM's Remote AWT. 6 Flexible JAMM does not merely distribute user-generated inputs, but also input-output of system resources using replicated proxies to access the actual resource [Begole et al. 1999] . However, creating wrappers for system resources required the modification of platform-dependent portions of the standard Java run-time environment. Thus, the proxied-resource portion of Flexible JAMM uses a nonstandard Java run-time environment and is not bundled in the standard Flexible JAMM distribution.
3.6.2 Object Replacement. The object replacement strategy works well, but has two important limitations: (1) objects cannot be replaced after the point of sharing an application and (2) subclasses of replaceable classes cannot be replaced. The first limitation is specific to our implementation and could be alleviated by system support for run-time component replacement. The second is a general limitation of the replacement strategy.
Flexible JAMM replaces the target objects via a mechanism provided by JOS at the point when the application is initially shared. Unfortunately, no such mechanism is available after this initial point of sharing. Therefore, if the shared application later creates a new instance of a replaceable object, such as a scrollable panel, Flexible JAMM is unable to replace it with a multiuser extension. The other potential problem would arise if the application developer has subclassed a replaceable class. Because the application presumably depends on the specialized behavior of the subclass, it is not safe to replace it with a multiuser-aware object that does not contain the same specialized behavior. In both of these cases, Flexible JAMM does not replace the target object, thus falling back to the sharing behavior of conventional collaboration transparency systems and losing the advantages of flexible collaboration transparency.
There are viable alternatives to full object replacement. Many classes of the Swing library expose enough information to provide multiuser capabilities externally without replacing the object. For example, the Swing text components notify registered observers each time text is inserted or deleted, making it possible to attach an operational transformation module to provide concurrent editing. Additionally, observers attached to a scrollable panel are notified when the scroll position changes. It is possible to use this information to allow independent scroll positions and provide location awareness in an external radar view.
The approach of attaching observers is possible in Swing and Windows Foundation Classes (WFC) 7 because objects of those class libraries give notice of state changes. However, it is not possible to use observers in all interface class libraries which do not provide sufficient state change information, such as AWT (which has additional problems, previously discussed) and wxWindows (version 1.68). Full object replacement remains a viable strategy for such libraries. Other possibilities also bear investigation, such as inspecting a developer-defined subclass of replacement targets to determine whether inherited methods have been overridden and dynamically creating a multiuser replacement class that contains the developerdefined as well as collaboration-aware behavior, if it is safe to do so.
3.6.3 Shareable Applications. Reliance on the Swing interface library and JOS comes at some cost. Collaboration transparency systems generally allow the sharing of any application written for a particular operating/ windowing system (e.g., X or Macintosh). Due to the constraints outlined in Section 3.4.4, Flexible JAMM's target platform is not the entire set of Java applications, but rather the subset of serializable, Swing-based Java appli-cations. For the time being, the set of legacy single-user applications that meet these constraints is fairly small. However, we can expect this set to grow. It is important to note, however, that Flexible JAMM's primary purpose is to provide a proof of concept for the approach to flexible collaboration transparency outlined in Section 3.2. These techniques are applicable to future collaboration transparency systems, and rely on software technology that we expect to become more prevalent in the future, since this technology has demonstrated value for any component-based programming environment.
EVALUATION
We have criticized conventional collaboration transparency systems because they impose a tightly coupled style of collaboration. However, when the collaboration lends itself to a tightly coupled style of work, conventional collaboration transparency systems should be adequate. Flexible JAMM provides features previously shown to be useful in collaboration-aware applications [Ellis and Gibbs 1989; Gutwin and Greenberg 1998; Stefik et al. 1987] : concurrent work, relaxed WYSIWIS, and detailed group awareness. We were concerned that the advantages provided by our flexible system might be offset by users' unfamiliarity with the new interface elements introduced into the legacy single-user application. Furthermore, we wanted to be sure that Flexible JAMM did not detract from the usefulness already provided by conventional collaboration transparency systems, particularly for tightly coupled tasks. Therefore, we conducted a study to evaluate whether our flexible collaboration transparency system did indeed provide better support for loosely coupled collaborative tasks and did not adversely affect the performance of tightly coupled collaborative tasks. By supporting both ends of the range of collaboration styles, our flexible collaboration transparency system is aimed to allow a collaboration to flow naturally between the two.
Procedure and Methods
The study consisted of two independent variables: (1) the type of collaboration transparency system (flexible versus conventional) and (2) the type of task (loosely versus tightly coupled). In preparation for this experiment, we conducted a pilot study with four pairs of participants to refine the tasks and questionnaires as well as determine the number of participants needed.
We were interested in comparing our flexible collaboration transparency system, Flexible JAMM, versus a representative conventional collaboration transparency system. Microsoft's NetMeeting was used as a representative conventional collaboration transparency system because it is freely available and is perhaps the most commonly used collaboration system today. For the evaluation, we used an application that can be shared by both, a Java-based text editor, called Notepad, which is shown in Figure 5 being shared via Flexible JAMM.
The two tasks in this study involved editing text. The tightly coupled task, called Copy Edit, was modeled after a scenario we have personally experienced in which an editor guides an author to make changes to a manuscript. This is a text-editing task analogous to the equipment assembly task of Chapanis' communication study in which a source guides a seeker to construct a piece of equipment [Chapanis 1975 ]. Participants started with a copy of a seven-page document that contained 10 errors. One participant assumed the role of a manuscript editor and was given a hard copy with corrections highlighted by bold-italic type. The other participant, in the role of the author, was the only one allowed to make the changes to the text. The manuscript editor was allowed to use the application to guide the author, but was not permitted to directly change the text.
The scenario for the loosely coupled collaborative task modeled coauthors writing independently in an article. In this task, called Text Entry, the participants were given a two-paragraph article to enter. The paragraphs had the same number of words (107) and approximately the same number of characters (601-611). The participants were instructed to each enter one paragraph and decided between themselves who entered which. For both tasks, participants were instructed to "work as quickly and accurately as you can."
Thirteen male and three female computer science undergraduate students with a minimum typing proficiency of 35 words per minute participated in the study, and were each paid US $7.50. Participants were allowed to choose a partner or were paired with another by the experimenter. Some of the participants had heard of NetMeeting, but none had previously used Flexible JAMM or NetMeeting for application sharing. The participants faced each other in the same room and communicated verbally, but could not see each other's screen.
For this study, we used a two-factor factorial in a randomized complete block design. The task type was one factor, and the collaboration transparency system was the other. Each pair of participants was considered a block and received all four treatment combinations. This within-subjects design allows participants to make comparisons when they rate the software and helps offset the notoriously high variability of groups, because it takes into account that the blocks (pairs of participants) are heterogeneous. The order of the tasks was nested within the order of the software in a counterbalanced design.
Each session took approximately one hour. Participants were shown a brief instruction video, which demonstrated sharing the text editor under the first collaboration transparency system to be used by the pair. The instruction included the features of the system that would be needed to collaborate on the tasks. For Flexible JAMM, the video defined telepointers, showed how to use the radar view, and demonstrated concurrent text entry. For NetMeeting, the video defined floor control, explained how to pass control, and demonstrated passing control between two users. Participants then practiced using the text editor shared via the collaboration transparency system until they felt comfortable with it (typically, less than Flexible Collaboration Transparency • one minute). They then used the software to perform the Copy Edit and Text Entry tasks. After each task, they filled out the same questionnaire which was designed to measure their satisfaction with the system and their perception of the system's support for collaboration in that task.
Before being introduced to the next system, participants rested for five minutes during which a computer-animated cartoon was shown. Then the same procedure was followed for the second collaboration transparency system. Following that, the participants filled out a questionnaire that asked which system they preferred overall and for each type of task. Finally, the experimenter briefly interviewed the participants about observed breakdowns and critical usability incidents, their impressions about both systems, and alternative interface details for Flexible JAMM.
Equipment and Layout
Typical laboratory setups for the evaluation of single-user software are inadequate to capture a collaborative session because more than one subject and computer are involved. Fortunately, we found that equipment commonly used for single-user software studies can be configured to provide sufficient, though not ideal, observation and recording of collaborative sessions.
To use synchronous collaborative software, participants must be able to communicate. To avoid potentially confounding effects due to computermediated communication, such as audio and video conferencing software, participants were allowed to see and speak directly to each other. Participants were seated across from each other in the same room. The computer monitors were partially sunk into the desktop giving participants a clear view of each other's face, but preventing each from seeing the other's screen.
The audio of each participant was recorded. Two video signals were recorded. First, the screen content of one participant was captured with a scan converter. Capturing just one screen was adequate, even though in one condition each participant can have an independent view of the shared application. The second recorded video signal came from a camera placed behind the participant whose screen was not directly recorded. The camera's field of view encompassed the uncaptured screen and both participants. The two signals were mixed and recorded in a single "picture-inpicture" video signal. We found that the screen capture and audio were the primary media needed to review a session. Generally, the camera view was only detailed enough to distinguish body gestures made by participants and was useful only to complete the record.
Results
The focus of the evaluation is the interaction of task type and collaboration transparency system. We used a two-way analysis of variance to compare completion times, accuracy, and perceived effort. We used an alpha of 0.05 as the threshold to determine significance.
Completion Time.
The interaction of task and system was significant for completion times ͑F͑1,7͒ ϭ 15.56, p ϭ 0.0007͒. The results show that participants completed the Text Entry task significantly faster using Flexible JAMM than using NetMeeting. The results are summarized in Figure 9 and Table II . To determine the amount of difference, we conducted preplanned comparisons of the least-squares means (Tukey adjusted for multiple comparisons) of each combination of system and task. For Text Edit, analysis indicates with a confidence level of 95% that the actual difference in completion time using Flexible JAMM versus NetMeeting is between 74.15 and 185.34 seconds. For Copy Edit, there is no significant difference between the two systems.
To confirm that the results were not confounded by transfer effects due to ordering in this within-subjects design, we also performed a betweensubjects analysis using only the data from the first system used by each group. The results of the between-subjects analysis correspond to those of the within-subjects analysis with significant difference for Text Entry ͑p ϭ 0.0001͒ and no difference for Copy Edit ͑p ϭ 0.364͒.
Accuracy.
We counted the number of errors found in the resulting text after the completion of each task. A character that did not match the Flexible Collaboration Transparency
• printed text was counted as an error, but differences in formatting were not considered errors (participants were instructed that formatting would not be considered). For this measure, there was no significant interaction of task and system ͑F͑1,7͒ ϭ 1.11, p ϭ 0.3051͒. The number of errors is the same regardless of the system used. The results are summarized in Table III . Again, as a check against within-subjects transfer effects, we conducted a between-subjects analysis. The between-subjects results correspond to those of the within-subjects analysis indicating no significant difference for Text Entry ͑p ϭ 0.280͒ or Copy Edit ͑p ϭ 0.659͒. For Copy Edit, the results matched our expectation. However, for the Text Entry task we expected the accuracy to be better using NetMeeting because only one participant can enter text at a time, allowing the other to watch for errors. However, only one group thought to use this errorchecking strategy while using NetMeeting. Although the observed mean number of errors was less with NetMeeting, the difference was not significant.
User Perception.
Following each task, participants were asked to respond to a set of seven statements with the degree to which they disagreed or agreed (strongly, moderately, mildly) or neither. The statements were designed to measure perception of (1) satisfaction with the collaborative software, (2) ability to work simultaneously, (3) ease of controlling the shared application, (4) ease of indicating text locations to a partner, (5) ease of simultaneously editing text, (6) ability to have independent views, and (7) ease of knowing a partner's view position. Although these comparisons were preplanned, we conservatively divided alpha by seven to be 0.007 to avoid seeing falsely significant differences.
The responses for the Text Entry task are summarized in Figure 10 . For all questions, the responses were significantly positive using Flexible JAMM, whereas only question 3 received a significantly positive response using NetMeeting. There are significant differences ͑p Ͻ 0.001͒ in the responses between the two systems for all but questions 3 and 4. The lack of distinction in question 4 is because participants generally did not indicate text locations to each other, although we had expected that they would in order to point out each other's errors. The significant difference in response to question 7 is unexpected. Because users share the same view in NetMeeting, users should implicitly know their partner's view position. The difference in the response is possibly due to the implicit nature of this knowledge using NetMeeting, whereas with Flexible JAMM, view position information was made explicit. The responses for the Copy Edit task are summarized in Figure 11 . Participants responded significantly positively for all questions using Flexible JAMM and for questions 4 and 7 using NetMeeting. There are significant differences in the responses between the two systems for questions 2, 3, 5, and 6 (p Ͻ 0.003). We note that the unexpected difference in response to question 7 for the Text Entry task, described previously, does not show for the Copy Edit task.
Unlike the objective measures of completion time and number of errors, the results of the between-subjects analysis for posttask question response did not correspond precisely to the within-subjects results. For the Text Entry task, we saw significant differences in questions 2, 5, and 6 ͑p Ͻ 0.005͒, whereas only question 6 showed a significant difference ͑p ϭ 0.0001͒ for the Copy Edit task. This lack of distinction in responses under between-subjects analysis is likely due to the participants not having a base from which to make judgments. This was observed in questionnaire 
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• responses in a study by Gutwin and Greenberg [1998] and was a primary reason we chose to use a within-subjects design for this study.
Overall Preference
At the completion of all tasks using both systems, participants were asked which system they preferred overall as well as which system (1) 
Discussion of Results
For the most part, the results matched our expectations. It is not surprising that participants completed the Text Entry task using Flexible JAMM more quickly than when using NetMeeting. Flexible JAMM allows simultaneous text entry whereas NetMeeting does not. A more interesting result was that there was no significant difference between the two systems in completion time for the Copy Edit task. Counter to our expectations, the mean time for Flexible JAMM was slightly faster. We expected participants to be slowed by Flexible JAMM's multiuser interface elements, such as having to align their independent views to communicate about locations in the text, which we did observe on one occasion.
Part of the explanation for slightly faster times using Flexible JAMM is that users were slowed by the explicit floor control interface when using NetMeeting, whereas users did not explicitly pass control in Flexible JAMM. Participants rated NetMeeting significantly lower than Flexible JAMM in response to question 3 (ease of controlling the shared application) for the Copy Edit task in which they frequently passed control (see Figure  11) .
Gaining control in NetMeeting is not difficult, but has an unexpected consequence. To gain control, the requester needs to click the mouse or press a key once. The unexpected consequence is that the control-gaining event is consumed by NetMeeting and not applied to the shared application. As a result, many times when a participant took control with a key press that they intended to enter in the text, they were surprised to see that it was not entered, as reflected in two separate users' comments.
I made mistakes typing the first letter, because I would forget that I had to click a key first, then start typing.
I consistently forgot the extra step of taking control when I wanted to type material into the location indicated by my "editor."
We also noted, even in the tightly coupled Copy Edit task, that relaxed WYSIWIS is sometimes useful. In a few sessions, as soon as it was clear that their partner understood a specified change, the "editor" would move to the next error while the "author" made the change. Moreover, users commented that when they had to take turns in NetMeeting, they did not feel like they were working together. Thus, even though passing control is fairly simple, interface difficulties and turn-taking diminished the benefits of collaboration. In contrast, participants commented that they felt more involved using Flexible JAMM because no floor control was required. This confirms previous claims that implicitly passing control among collaborators is preferred over explicit control passing in some types of collaboration [Crowley et al. 1990; Lauwers 1990; McKinlay et al. 1994] .
DISCUSSION
Some of the limitations of conventional collaboration transparency systems are caused by restrictions imposed by the underlying operating/windowing system. We were able to circumvent some limitations by working at the level of the user interface library. This section discusses some implications of that choice and our recommendations for future operating/windowing systems.
Base of Shareable Applications
Flexible collaboration transparency shifts the target platform for transparent sharing from the traditional level of the operating/windowing system to the interface library level. Collaboration transparency systems generally allow the sharing of any application written for a particular platform (e.g., X or Windows). Due to the constraints outlined in Section 3.4, Flexible JAMM is only able to transparently share serializable, Swing-based Java applications. Converting an existing AWT-based Java application to Swing and serialization is straightforward, but conversion breaks the notion of collaboration transparency because the application source code must be modified. However, these effects are caused by limitations of the implementation language, which should be reduced or removed in the future, since these same limitations affect other uses of Web-based applications.
Recommendations for System Support of Groupware
This and prior work in collaboration transparency have brought to light several limitations in existing operating/windowing systems with respect to supporting collaborative software. Enabling collaboration at the operating/ Flexible Collaboration Transparency • windowing system level would facilitate users' transitions between their individual and cooperative work. Past researchers Minenko 1996 ] have made several recommendations for operating/windowing system-level support of collaboration, such as graphically indicating shared versus private windows and multiple screen pointers. We echo those recommendations and add the following.
-Process migration: In a replicated system, newcomers must be given a copy of the shared application in its current state. As discussed in Section 3.3.1, event logging and replay is possible on most systems, but the more efficient image-copy approach is not. As distributed and mobile computing becomes increasingly common, developers will find an increasing need for process migration. To address this need, future distributed computing standards, such as Sun's recently announced Jini architecture [Kelly and Reiss 1998 ], will likely include support for migration at the object level. Efficient migration of an entire process, however, requires support from the underlying application platform.
-Run-time interface component substitution: The platform should provide a mechanism to replace one component (object or abstract data type) with another at run time. We have demonstrated that it is sometimes useful to alter the user interface dramatically during program execution.
-Dynamic binding: In conjunction with the previous recommendation, dynamic lookup of data and functions is required so that a replacement's behavior will be invoked. Without dynamic binding, a shared-library component's functions will be bound at load time, preventing the invocation of new functions when the component is replaced. A similar effect can be had by creating one version of a component that contains multiple behaviors among which the system could switch. However, we consider that to be ad hoc dynamic binding which would be better accomplished by system-level support.
-User input from multiple sources: Current operating/windowing systems allow only one simultaneous pointing device (e.g., mouse) and character input device (e.g., keyboard). Because there is only one possible source, the system does not identify the source to an application. However, in multiuser applications, and multiinput environments in general, the application must be able to determine the source of the input and act accordingly. In addition to providing multiple simultaneous screen cursors, operating/windowing systems should support inputs from multiple sources by identifying the source of an input event, including the host and a unique device identifier.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Collaboration transparency provides a powerful capability, extending single-user applications to collaborative use. However, there are severe restrictions on the usefulness of current implementations. We demonstrated that conventional implementations of collaboration transparency use network resources inefficiently and impose an inflexible style of collaboration by not adequately supporting key groupware principles: concurrent work, relaxed WYSIWIS, and detailed group awareness. Past research has focused on the technical difficulties of implementing collaboration transparency systems and has not examined their usability problems. Instead, researchers have made important advances in groupware usability by creating and testing increasingly sophisticated collaboration-aware applications developed ad hoc and using groupware toolkits. Collaboration awareness is not the complete solution, however, because not all collaboration-aware systems fully realize their potential, and, although future systems may include collaborative capabilities, it is unlikely that legacy software will be retrofitted to support collaboration. If a collaboration transparency system incorporated fundamental groupware principles, future and legacy single-user applications shared under it would benefit uniformly. Our work is the first to attempt to enhance the usability of collaboration transparency systems.
We presented an approach to flexible collaboration transparency that supports key groupware principles, allowing a collaboration to shift between loosely and tightly coupled work. Our approach is based on an object-oriented replicated architecture where selected single-user interface objects are dynamically and transparently replaced by multiuser extensions. As an example of this approach, we described its incorporation into a Java-based collaboration transparency system, called Flexible JAMM, which can share 100% Swing-based, serializable Java applications. Because our approach requires a replicated architecture, applications with timedependent interactions can become inconsistent. Flexible JAMM addresses the important problem of sharing system resources (e.g., files, sockets, system time) in a replicated architecture by using proxies to access such resources.
We conducted a study to evaluate whether our flexible collaboration transparency system did indeed provide better support for loosely coupled collaborative tasks without adversely affecting the performance of tightly coupled tasks. Participants were able to complete a loosely coupled task significantly more quickly with the same accuracy when using Flexible JAMM, which allows simultaneous text entry, than when using NetMeeting, which requires turn-taking. For the tightly coupled task, we were concerned that learning and using new multiuser interface elements would adversely affect performance when using Flexible JAMM, but found no significant difference in completion time or accuracy between the two systems. Participants preferred Flexible JAMM overall and commented that they felt involved in the collaboration, whereas with NetMeeting, interface difficulties and explicit turn-taking made them feel like they were not working together. The results support our aim of providing flexible support of multiple styles of collaboration in a collaboration transparency system.
Flexible Collaboration Transparency
• Flexible collaboration transparency blurs the distinction between transparency and awareness by providing many of the advantages of each approach: the ability to share existing applications, lower network usage than conventional systems, concurrent work within multiuser components, independent views of shared data, and detailed group awareness information. By supporting the range of tightly to loosely coupled collaboration styles, flexible collaboration transparency aims to allow a collaboration to flow naturally between the two. This capability enhances the collaborative use of the ever growing body of legacy, single-user applications.
Flexible JAMM is freely available at http://simon.cs.vt.edu/jamm.
